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LegacyFit Wynwood 

"Top-Notch Fitness Center"

One of the best equipped gyms in the city, LegacyFit Wynwood offers

some of the finest fitness classes and facilities. Among the various

activities on offer here are body building, step, funk, training and spin

classes. All the activities are run by highly qualified staff who give all

individuals personalized schedules based on each one's goals and body

type. The sizable gym boasts state-of-the-art equipment that ensure your

workouts are strenuous and safe to execute.

 +1 305 799 0850  miamifl.legacyfit.com/  77 Northeast 24th Street, Miami FL
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Pilathon 

"Fitness through Pilates"

Pilathon offers focused yet intensive fitness classes for people of all ages.

This Pilates specific gym, takes you on a well-guided path to fitness,

through strenuous exercises and training routines. Boasting state-of-the-

art equipment and a team of professional trainers, this gym ensures each

member gets the required attention and all regimes are followed properly.

Apart from the traditional Pilates classes, the center also offers several

"mix and match" programs, wherein several other routines from yoga and

aerobics are added into the mix.

 +1 305 728 7800  www.pilathon.com/  info@pilathon.com  2700 North Miami Avenue,

Miami FL
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Barry's Bootcamp Midtown 

"Heavy Workout Zone"

Known for its extreme fitness routines, Barry's Bootcamp Midtown

guarantees results through a diverse classes and workout schedules. A

gym that is not for the faint-hearted, here one is put through the grind

from the moment they sign up for a session. Through heavy workout

sessions that include focused cardiovascular, spinning, step, floor and

weight training, this gym ensures its patrons are left feeling a lot

energized and fitter. With top-notch equipment and experienced trainers

to guide, you can expect to reach your goals in no time.

 +1 786 725 5791  www.barrysbootcamp.co

m/studio/miami-midtown/

 midtown@barrysbootcamp.

com

 3250 Northeast 1st Avenue,

The Shops at Midtown Miami,

Miami FL
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Equinox South Beach 

"Urban Gym"

Equinox South Beach helps you embark on a lengthy yet exciting journey

towards physical fitness. Regardless if you're looking to get fit, lose

weight to build your body, its extensive programs ensure you get the

attention and training that suits you. Under the guidance of experienced

trainers, one can work on diverse regimes such as core building, cardio,

weight training and strength building. Through a mix of state-of-the-art

equipment and quality training programs, this gym ensures you achieve

what you set out for.

 +1 305 673 1172  www.equinox.com/clubs/florida/sou

thbeach

 520 Collins Avenue, Miami Beach FL
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Miami Iron Gym 

"Focused Training"

A sizable gym in the Westchester area, Miami Iron Gym helps you stay fit

through focused physical training classes. Although the gym focuses on

building strength through diverse regimes such as powerlifting,

bodybuilding and boosting, it offers agility training that's requisite for

sports like rugby and triathlon. With a formula that comprises top-notch

equipment and experienced trainers, you can be certain that you are in

right hands at this gym.

 +1 786 332 4025  miamiirongym.com/  info@miamiirongym.com  9660 Coral Way, Miami FL
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